
ZOOM MADE SIMPLE
A  G U I D E  T O  T H E  M A I N  F U N C T I O N S  O F

Z O O M  F O R  T H E  C L A S S R O O M

US ING  ZOOM  WITH  YOUR

PUP I L S

 The rhythm of the lesson - how will this have to

change/be effected  now that it is online

Setting up classroom/departmental 'norms '  for

online learning

Expected output from pupils and how they will

receive feedback from you

How they will interact with their peers

The key to using zoom effectively with your pupils is to

create connection and community .

There are a number of tools in Zoom that allow you to

have  meaningful interaction with the children in your

care .

When crafting a series of lessons think about the

following things :

 

 

Set meeting preferences

Click on 'meetings '

Invite participants

Copy invitation/invite via email

Paste invite into teams

Record meeting

M A R C H  2 0 2 0 •  L O C K D O W N  •  P R O D U C E D  B Y  T H E  E D U C A T I O N A L  C O N S U L T A N T

S IGN  UP  AND

DOWNLOAD

Download the app for PC and

have this shortcut on your

desktop

Familiarise yourself with your

general settings

Practise scheduling a meeting

GETT ING  STARTED  

L I VE  LESSON  F LOW  CHART

Click on 'Schedule '



ZOOM MADE SIMPLE - TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE ONLINE INSTRUCTION
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RHYTHM  OF  THE  LEARN ING  SEQUENCE  -

PLANN ING  FOR  MAX IMUM  ENGAGEMENT

Just like planning lessons for the

classroom you need to consider the

rhythm of the learning sequence .

Ensuring you have a good balance

between teacher led input versus

independent study for example . Take a

series of 10 lesson for example , start

plugging in learning activities over that

period , making your 'engagement '  your

central focus .

Introductory lesson - using Padlet to

collect brainstorm and 'what they

already know '

Acquiring new information (Teacher

led via pre recorded video)

Demonstrating - allowing pupils to

demonstrate their learning through a

practical task

Creating a discussion group lesson

using provocations and the use of

breakout rooms inZoom

Some practice work through

independent study

Teaching each other - setting up triads

of pupils to teach and support each

other and report back to the class

about success/challenges and learning

still to do

An example sequence could look like

this :

CLASS /DEPARTMENTAL  NORMS  -  THE  LANGUAGE

OF  THE  V IRTUAL  CLASSROOM

Work alongside your HoD to talk about

the elements of your subject that need

to be consistent across teaching . This

may be in the format of delivery or in the

language you use . Make sure there is

consistency .

 

Alongside this take time to discuss with

your pupils the 'rules '  for this new

classroom . It may be as simple as muting

your mics when the teacher is talking . 

 

Think about incorporating standard

language encouraging independent

thinking for example ; 'working memory ' ,

'planning ' ,  'self regulation '

Calculation policy in Maths

How conversation practice takes place

in Languages

How discussion takes place in a form

tutor setting

Signs and signals for quiet , class

discussion , independent study

How outcomes are communicated

How timeframes are given

Examples of departmental norms might

include :

Examples of classroom norm :

EXPECTED  OUTPUT ,  FEEDBACK  AND  MARK ING  -

THE  PUP I L /TEACHER  RELAT IONSH IP

Possibly the most important

consideration at the moment is the

continuity of an effective teacher/pupil

relationship .

 

Reflect on what makes your relationship

pupils so effective in the classroom . 

 

Audit what aspects of this can still be

actioned in a virtual setting and which

aspect will be more challenging .

Shoutouts for example in your weekly

round up of good work ,

 Ask pupils to submit work without

names and provide feedback 'bake off '

style .

Keep a live mark book that pupils can

see and track work that needs to be

submitted . 

Consider also how feedback will look in

this new method of delivery . 

 

Eliminate anything that adds excessive

workload but doesn 't add anything

directly to the impact on student

attainment .

 

Make use of tools such as voice note and

quick videos to critique work and share

with pupils and parents .

 

Have a system that encourages

accountability - using both carrot and

stick . 

I N TERACT ION  WITH  PEERS  -  CREAT ING

COMMUN I TY  AND  COLLABORAT ION

As well as interaction with you , your

pupils will be missing interaction with

each other . Make more time than you

would usually have in a sequence of

work to provide time for them to work in

groups , discuss and collaborate with

their peers .

Make sure you set aside time to make

sure everyone has the technical ability to

access all the community and

collaborative tools .

 

Introduce new tools slowly and make

sure you include lots of repetition so

they become fluent in the use of tech

and this doesn 't become a distraction to

learning .



USEFUL TOOLS IN ZOOM
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MANAG ING  PART I C I PANTS

Here you are able to see the list of participants

and can use some functions to manage the

group .

 

Utilise the 'mute all '  function to make sure that

the screen is focused on you when you are giving

direct instruct .

 

The yes and no fuction can be used to . . .

 

Likewise the faster and slower fucntions can be

useful when . . . .

SHARE  SCREEN

Sharing your screen can be a great way to engage

your class in a prepared resource or to talk

through a piece of work .

 

Allowing others to share their screen - this is an

effective tool to use when wanting to share and

provide feedback on individuals work .

There are a number of options when it comes to

sharing your screen :

 

Sharing your current screen - this means that

your class will see everything on your current

screen .* Warning* - make sure you don 't have any

confidential items on your screen at this moment .

It is also useful to close your email or to stop pop

up notifications .

 

Sharing the whiteboard - this is a function that is

in built in Zoom . You can use a simple

whiteboard to type instructions or to draw simple

diagrams .

 

Sharing a portion of your screen - as the function

suggests you can limit the sharing of your screen

to a small portion .

 

Sharing from a 2nd camera source - this is

particularly useful if you are used to using a

visualiser . 

CHAT

This could be a great tool for interactivity .

Think creatively about how you can use this and

ensure you set some ground rules with your class .

 

The chat function allows everyone to join a chat

forum .

 

Can change the controls to allow different

permissions .

 

Your are also able to sharing files via chat .

RECORD

The function 'Record '  enables you to record your

meetings . If you enable this function your whole

meeting will be recorded . When the meeting is

finished the the recording will automatically be

saved and the folder will pop up onto your screen

when the download is complete . You can then

copy this file to another location if you require it .

 

 

You can change the destination in your settings

which can be found on the original Zoom

Dashboard .

Recording your meetings will be particularly

Important for safeguarding yourself and the

pupils durin this time .

BREAKOUT  ROOMS

Use this function to generate small break out

groups .

 

The function allows you to split the group into as

many groups as you like either automatically or

manually .

Once the groups are created you can select and

move pupils around if you decide the groupings

need to be altered .

 

As the teacher you can then drop into rooms and

check in to see how your groups are working .

 

When you decide you can bring the group back

together .

REACT IONS

Reactions provide another way to encourage

interactivity

 

There are two reactions - clapping/Applauding

and a thumbs up . Be creative about how to use

these . They can act as a virtual hands up !

 

Come up with rules for using this together with

your pupils .
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